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ABSTRACT 
This survey provides a comprehensive review of existing carrier sensing enhancements for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. Medium 

Access Control (MAC) Layer plays a significant role in Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). The original physical carrier sensing mecha-
nism, used by wireless stations to gain access to the medium is limited.  It faces lot of challenges in terms of packet loss, fairness, colli-
sions,  reception and vulnerable to near-far problem.  Multi-Packet Reception (MPR) technology addresses the above problem and provides the 
capability for a wireless receiver to parallely decode multiple packets from concurrent transmissions. New research advances are leading to 
increase in the reception capability of a single centrally receiving node called Access Point (AP) in WLAN. This article presents an in-
depth survey of the existing literature in this area, detailing the various approaches and their efficacy in addressing the near-far problem and 
consequently increasing performance. It offers a comparison of the techniques, by evaluating the models, limitations, assumptions, and per-
formance gains. The benefits of MPR technology in terms of throughput gain and reduction in packet collision and its various technologies 
that enable MPR at the datalink layer of a wireless network stack are highlighted. Finally, this article bestows an intuition to achieve sustained 
throughput and to eliminate near-far problem. 
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——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION   

Wireless local area network (WLAN) links to several 
devices using wireless distribution technique. In wireless 
networks we have two packet reception methodologies viz., 
Single and Multipacket reception.         

In a Multi-Packet Reception (MPR) technology, one 
node receives multiple packets concurrently from multiple 
transmitters and ensures high capacity and throughput. A 
network node capable of correctly receiving signals from 
multiple transmitters is called as an MPR Node.   MPR finds 
its application in an uplink scenario of a random access 
wireless network, in which multiple nodes transmit packets 
simultaneously to the AP.  

2 NEED FOR MPR 
The conventional collision channel model allows 

only a single user to transmit a packet to the receiver suc-
cessfully and all other active users are kept idle to avoid 
collisions. This approach under-utilizes the capacity of a 
wireless network. However, MPR technology helps in im-
proving throughput especially in high traffic conditions.  

 
MPR is realized using sophisticated spread spec-

trum, space-time coding, signal processing techniques and 
antenna arrays for channel access and enabling the receiver 
to be able to decode multiple concurrent signals from differ-
ent transmitters. The lack of synchronization among physi-
cally separated nodes in distributed networks introduces 
significant challenges towards adopting MPR technology in 
the physical layer of the 802.11 Wireless LAN protocol stack 
and in the data link layer specifically MAC layer for systems 
using MPR. 
3 MPR CHANNEL MODEL 

 The two widely used MPR Channel Mod-
els are, 
3.1. Generalized MPR Channel: With generalized MPR 
channel model [1], a node will be able to receive j out of I 
transmissions with some non-zero probability. When there 
are simultaneous transmissions, the conditional probabili-
ties describe the reception instead of deterministic failure. 
Also, the probability of successful reception depends only 
on i and j as per equation (1), 
For,  
Pi, j = Pr -------------------------------- (1) 
{j packets are received | i packets are transmitted}  
A generalized MPR channel is characterized by the proba-
bilities for all values of i and j. These values can be summa-
rized in a new multi-packet reception model and is defined 
by the MPR reception matrix of the channel as per equation 
(2), 
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Pi, j =    ------------- (2) 

Where, Pi, j is the conditional probability that, given I users 
transmit, and j out of i transmissions are successful. 
3.2. k - MPR: In a k - MPR channel, a node will be able to 
receive all the packets successfully without any loss if the 
number of transmitted packets is not greater than k. Equa-
tion (3) shows that with the number of transmissions going 
above k, packet collision occurs and the nodes will not be 
able to receive any of the packets which will lead to com-
plete packet loss. Let us assume that if k denotes the num-
ber of concurrent transmissions in a collision domain, 
Pr     =   ------------------- (3) 

4. MPR IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES 
Various MPR techniques are summarized in this 

section. Many of these MPR techniques are used only for 
mobile communication systems like cellular networks but 
only a few of the techniques are used for distributed wire-
less random access networks due to its random channel 
access behavior. Based on the currently available research 
work on MPR technologies, MPR implementation tech-
niques can be grouped under three main categories. 
4.1. MPR enabled Transmitter 

This method enables MPR techniques at the wire-
less transmitting node. Code Division multiple access 
(CDMA), Single-carrier frequency-division multiple access 
(SC-FDMA) and Orthogonal frequency division multiple 
access (OFDMA) techniques come under this category. The 
first class of techniques that enable MPR require a signifi-
cant effort by the transmitter. Examples such as CDMA and 
OFDMA fall into this class. CDMA allows multiple users to 
be multiplexed over the same wireless channel by employ-
ing a coding scheme where each transmitter is assigned a 
unique code. The baseband signal is multiplexed with a 
spreading code running at a much higher rate. The spread-
ing code is a pseudorandom code, and all codes used for 
one channel are orthogonal. Therefore, on the receiver side, 
an unwanted signal will be eliminated by the cross-
correlation decode, and only the relevant signals are con-
served. This technique allows the receiver to decode multi-
ple data streams with the different codes that are known as 
a priori. The ability to decode multiple data packets depend 
on the selection of code. For example, the orthogonality is 
the key that allows the receiver to decode the set of simul-
taneous arrived signals, and this is done on the transmitter 
side. 
 
 
4.2. MPR enabled Trans-Receiver 

This method enables MPR by enabling both the 
wireless transmitting and receiving nodes. Multiple-Input 
Multiple-Output (MIMO), Signal Separation and Polyno-
mial Phase Sequence techniques come under this category. 
Beamforming, Spatial Diversity (SD), Space-Time Coding 
(STC) and Spatial Multiplexing (SM) are some of the well-
known MIMO techniques. Known Modulus Algorithm 
(KMA), Algebraic KMA, Constant Modulus Algorithm 
(CMA) and Multiple Modulus Algorithm (MMA) are signal 
separation techniques. In this class of techniques, to enable 
MPR, transmitters and receivers should cooperate on some 
operations. Multiantenna MIMO system [4] can achieve 
MPR by exploiting the spatial diversity of the transmis-
sions. 

  
Figure 1: The BS is MPR in a MIMO system with multi-
ple antennas. 
In such a system, each antenna corresponds to a different 
channel characteristic H (t). Channel estimators equally 
distinguish the packets sent by each antenna. In case of a 
cellular or AP-based wireless network, the communication 
between Mobile Station (MS) and Base Station (BS) is based 
on the MPR capability of the BS (Figure 1). The realization 
of MPR in a multi-antenna MIMO system requires both 
transmitters and receivers to implement specific functional-
ities. That is how it differs from pure transmitter-based 
techniques. 
4.3. MPR ENABLED RECEIVER 

When compared to the previous two classes, this 
class of solutions comes closer to the ideal of MPR, to shift 
the responsibility from transmitters to receivers. . The 
Match Filter (MF) and Multiuser Detection (MUD) tech-
niques come under this category. The Match Filter (MF) 
approach is widely used for single user detection. Even 
though it is not optimal when multiple users are present, 
still a receiver can use a bank of Match Filters [9] to decode 
packets coded with spreading codes that need not be or-
thogonal. Techniques used to separate signals for Multiuser 
Detection (MUD) are more applicable for MPR [2, 10]. It is a 
way to alleviate Multiple Access Interference (MAI) during 
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the simultaneous transmissions on the same channel. It en-
ables MPR at the wireless receiving node. It makes the re-
ceiver responsible for implementing MPR technology and 
has a more realistic approach 
5. MPR LITERATURE SURVEY 

An attempt has been made to perform a clear cri-
tique of MPR techniques, channel model and analysis of 
performance parameters for WLAN. The Generalized 
Channel Model for MPR [1] was first introduced for Slotted 
ALOHA with no CSMA and analysed one-hop through-
put and stab i l i ty  [1], [4] properties. This channel 
model has been widely accepted and used in many of the 
research works [1], [4-9], [11-13], [15-16]. K-MPR Model has 
been cited in few of the research works [14]. A lot of re-
search has been carried out in analysing various MPR 
techniques and its associated performance parameters. 
The probability of error parameter for a multiple-access 
channel shared by multiple users transmitting asynchro-
nously has been analysed using Optimal Maximum Likeli-
hood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) MUD technique [3]. This 
MPR technique demonstrates excellent performance but it 
is too complex.  The b i t-error-rate performance of a  
s u b o pt i mal  linear de-correlated detector [5] has been 
analysed for demodulation of asynchronous CDMA sig-
nals. It shows that the   bit-error-rate is   independent   of   
the   energy o f    the interfering users and shows similar 
near-far resistance as the optimal MUD. The de-correlated 
detector is less complex than the optimal MLSE detector, 
does not require information about the received energies 
and shows similar performance.  

The s i g n a l  p r o c e s s i n g  t e c h n i q u e s  i m -
p l e m e n t e d  a t  t h e  physical layer of a MPR receiver 
impact the MAC layer since it needs to schedule and handle 
simultaneous packet reception and avoid collisions. MPR is 
not supported by the conventional DCF MAC protocol. 
Several research works involved in designing the MAC lay-
er to support MPR and maximize network throughput and 
capacity. Cross-Layer interactions between physical and 
MAC layers have been proposed to support multi-access 
channel at the MAC layer using temporal, spatial and 
spectral diversities of the signal at the physical layer.  Local 
and End-to-End throughput parameters for MIMO, CMA 
and CDMA based systems along with MAC protocols are 
discussed by author [6]. A new MPR system with modified 
version of DCF MAC protocol and multiple antennas at 
the PHY layer of AP for 802.11 WLAN [7] greatly im-
proves the throughput. It shows that the throughput in-
creases linearly with increase in the number of  antennas  
and en sur es scalability of MPR  system. It assumes 
synchronous packet transmission scenario and modifies 
the control frames format of CTS and ACK frames by 

copying client stations addresses. It achieves throughput of 
25 and 50 Mbps for 50 nodes with MPR capability of 2 and 
4. The works of [5,10] proposed that the multi-antenna 
MIMO systems can achieve MPR by making use of spatial 
diversity of the transmissions technique by placing multiple 
antennas as far as possible.  The transmitted signals expe-
rience independent fading leading to a maximum diversi-
ty gain. It uses RTS/CTS based MAC protocol to achieve 
simultaneous packet reception and avoid collisions. 
TABLE 1 WLAN WITH MPR 

Many of the PHY layer parameters like channel state infor-
mation, space time coded beamforming, multiuser detec-
tion, and subcarrier frequency achieves simultaneous packet 
reception and avoid collisions. And power allocation have 
been considered. The above table describes the WLAN with 
MPR in four different scenarios. 
6 MAC PROTOCOLS FOR MPR TECHNOLOGY 

A MAC protocol for multi-packet reception tech-
nology is designed and implemented based on the under-
lying physical layer technology which is known as a Cross 
Layer (PHY- MAC) protocol. The de facto standard for 
WLAN medium access is the IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC. DCF 
MAC protocol is known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access 
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). In 802.11 DCF, only 
one station is allowed to transmit at a particular point of 
time. In t h e  e a r l y  2 00 0 s, a  r a n d o m  ac c es s M A C  
p r o t o c o l  Receiver Controlled Transmission (RCT) [7] 
was proposed for multi-hop ad hoc networks with MPR 
nodes. The hybrid scheduling determines receiver nodes & 
then transmitters for each receiving node. The throughput 
performance of RCT was 2.5 packets / slot (SPR) and 4.7 
packets / slot (MPR). 

Protocol  MPR Reali-
zation 

MPR Adap-
tation 

Performance 
Results 

Zheng’s[8] Multiple 
antennas on 
AP 

Modified 
CTS 

Maximum 
throughput 
Scale with k 
(K-MPR) 

Huang’s[9] MIMO with 
multiple 
Antennas 

Allocation 
Scheme 

5.2 pack-
ets/ms (With 
MIMO) 
3.1 packets 
/ms (SPR) 

DFT[10] 
 
 
IFT[10] 

Spreading 
Centralized 
Control by 
AP 

Contention 
resolution 

77.3 % of the-
oretical 
throughput  
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 Multiqueue Service Room (MQSR) [9] was the 
first MAC protocol   designed   specifically f o r  t h e     
networks   with   MPR capability where it gives superior 
throughput and performance. But, the greatest disadvantage of 
this protocol is that it requires High Computational cost 
due to frequent updates. It proposes a new MAC protocol 
for heterogeneous networks with finite population. MQSR 
controls the size of the access set dynamically based on the 
channel MPR capability and the traffic load so that the ex-
pected number of successfully transmitted packets is max-
imized under a set of delay constraints. With transmission 
probability, P = 1 and 0.5, it achieves maximum SPR and 2-
MPR throughput of 1.05 and 1.95 respectively. 

A new cross-layer XL-CSMA Protocol [13] was 
proposed which used channel sensing technique for the 
first time. Its disadvantages were that it neither modeled 
ACKs nor time-based backoff mechanism. It shows moder-
ate throughput improvement across the MPR channels. It 
achieves normalized throughput of 5.1 (XL-CSMA) and 4.5 
(CSMA) with channel capacity of 7 for 10 nodes scenario 
with packet length of 100. This protocol modifies IEEE 
802.11 RTS/CTS handshaking procedure but has overheads 
due to RTS/CTS. The throughput is improved as number of 
nodes increases. The MPR capability value increases as the 
network size increases. It achieves throughput of 5.25 and 
7.75 Mbps for 10 and 100 nodes respectively with average 
transmission probability of 0.5, MPR capability of 4 and 
average SNR value of 25 dB at receiver  

A Generic Distributed Probabilistic Protocol (GDP) 
[14] which addresses near-far problem in a wireless net-
work was proposed. It modifies contention window. The 
node decreases its transmission probability following suc-
cess and increases it following failure. It improves 
throughput and fairness. Cooperative Multi-Group Priority 
Queuing (CMGPQ) MAC Protocol [15] was proposed 
which exploits cooperative diversity design for MPR MAC 
protocol for improving system throughput. It uses Client-
Server model with one part in the base station and the other 
in wireless nodes. The drawback of this protocol is it nei-
ther modeled ACKs nor timer-based backoff mechanism. 
The following table describes how the MAC with MPR 
works in four different protocols.  
7 PROPOSED INTUITION  
    

By using MPR the system will obtain a sustained -
throughput irrespective of network environment since mul-
tiple packets can be manipulated simultaneously. We pro-
pose an intuition that provides sustained throughput, min-
imal packet loss and eliminates near-far problem. We can 
adapt MPR technique like scheduling and reception feed-
back [8]. This paves way to have optimal throughput even 
in various network conditions. Incorporating switching 
between two transmission probabilities eliminates near-far 

problem [10]. 
TABLE 2 MAC WITH MPR 

8 CONCLUSION 
In current context, MPR technology has become increas-
ingly popular in Wireless Local Area Networks to meet the 
growing demands of higher data rates, lesser probability of 
collision, lesser packet delay, higher capacity and maxi-
mum stability.  This   paper   lists   out   consistent pro-
gressive research work done in the past in relation to MPR 
and its impact on the PHY and MAC layer of the 
WLAN protocol stack.  With M PR , a  receiver node can 
receive multiple packets simultaneously and thus im-
proves the capacity and throughput of the network. We 
introduce an intuition which eradicates near-far problem 
thereby enhancing QoS. 
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